PAST EVENTS

AMP Seminar #1: Addressing the post-award process - CLICK HERE for the event summary pdf
AMP Seminar #2: Existing grant resources - CLICK HERE for the event PowerPoint presentation

UPDATE FROM THE AMP COMMITTEE

Since the last AMP event took place, the planning committee has been working diligently behind-the-scenes to respond to the priority faculty concerns. This one-page document is a summary of on-going work and planned next steps. Our intention is to be transparent and communicate our efforts to faculty and staff in ADVANCE departments, and Marquette University at large.

April 22, 2022 - Dr. Jeanne Hossenlopp, Dr. Anita Manogaran, and Kathy Durben held a meeting to review past AMP events and create a plan for a future AMP event. The following items below were discussed.

ITEMS COMPLETED

- New ORSP position focused on post-grant support has been created to help alleviate many faculty concerns regarding grant management; July 1 is the anticipated start date. This position will:
  - Review incoming award documentation and award requirements within three (3) working days after the award has been fully executed;
  - Set up the award, request an account number and disseminate information;
  - Perform other post-award tasks such as monitor grant accounts, assist Principal Investigators (PIs) with navigating their accounts, etc.

Blake Ward from ITS has surveyed faculty about how they use Marquette Business Intelligence. This information has been collected to possibly establish an automatic user-friendly monthly BI report emailed to PIs monthly.

Post-award group created a large task/resource matrix that designates which units on campus are responsible for different post-grant award processes. Kathy will seek input from several faculty to condense the matrix into a more user-friendly format that can be integrated with the flow chart materials Jeanne is working on (details below).

Jeanne is creating a flowchart for the grant life-cycle process (see excerpts pictured right) that will be used to create a website to assist faculty with navigating grant set-up and management processes. We will be seeking your feedback on this draft tool at the AMP Summer Social Event.

ITEMS IN PROGRESS

- Blake Ward from ITS has surveyed faculty about how they use Marquette Business Intelligence. This information has been collected to possibly establish an automatic user-friendly monthly BI report emailed to PIs monthly.
- Post-award group created a large task/resource matrix that designates which units on campus are responsible for different post-grant award processes. Kathy will seek input from several faculty to condense the matrix into a more user-friendly format that can be integrated with the flow chart materials Jeanne is working on (details below).
- Jeanne is creating a flowchart for the grant life-cycle process (see excerpts pictured right) that will be used to create a website to assist faculty with navigating grant set-up and management processes. We will be seeking your feedback on this draft tool at the AMP Summer Social Event.
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